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Playing in the Band 

There are many things to do in life, 

The choices are quite grand. 

But only a musician  

Knows how it feels to be in a band. 

To share a magical language and create a beautiful sound 

The chance to be an artist in a special way, I’ve found. 

My instrument is like a friend 

Eager to come out and play. 

The more time I spend practicing the better I can say 

Those inner thoughts which fill my mind 

Beyond the words I speak 

Allow me to express myself in a way that’s quite unique. 

Each day I spend in band 

I start to realize 

Everything is possible  

When seen through music’s eyes. 

Knowing that a bit of wisdom 

I now will take a stand, 

And pledge myself to excellence 

By playing in the band. 

 

- Tim Lautzenheiser 
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I would like to start out by thanking you the student, and you the parents/guardian for choosing to 

be in band to experience what is building up to be another exciting year in the Wildcat band organization.  

Without the students and the help and support from the parents this program would not be what it is.  I 

couldn’t be more excited for this year!   I have lofty goals for all performing ensembles in the program and 

many great musical experiences planned. We made leaps and bounds last year and I am expecting the same 

this year. I performed with the Grand Junction Symphony and love making music in many fashions.   

 I have a great vision for this band program, and cannot wait to begin this amazing musical journey 

that we are going to take.  I am 100% committed to this band program and have very high expectations for 

us.  We are going to have an exemplary band program here at FMHS and in order to do so, certain standards 

must be met, commitment is a must and we will make and met goals.  I see this band going in a direction 

that will have a musical impact not only in this valley but across the state.  I see our graduates going on to 

play music in college, being successful business people and the leaders of our future. Music is a part of 

every person’s life and I want to make this musical experience something that will affect our emotions, 

feelings and give us another avenue to communicate what is in our hearts.  My mission is to build great 

people who will impact other people’s lives, and have a great musical experience doing so.  I am going to 

work as hard as I can to achieve the things that we as a band set out to do, and I will need your commitment 

for the same. 

 

The band handbook contains specific information regarding expectations, materials, and other 

important information that every band member needs to know. From uniforms to behavior expectations, 

it’s in here! Please make sure that you not only read through the book, but also gain an understanding of 

what is expected by being a part of this outstanding organization.  

The book is divided into specific sections. Please look over each section carefully. If you have questions 

about something, please ask. In the packet, there is a student contract that confirms that you understand 

the expectations and requirements of being a part of the band. Being a part of the band is a lot of fun, and 

part of the fun is in being prepared for all events and rehearsals.  
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Please keep this book in a safe place so that as the school year goes by you can use it as a reference if you 

need to. Before we begin, here are some frequently asked questions, along with not only answers, but 

where in the book to find them:  

Q: Where can I find information about what is going on with all the bands?  

A : The Website (fmhs.mesa.k12.co.us/departments/band),the bulletin board in the band room and parent 

bridge are good places to start.  Please feel free to direct questions to the director.  

Q: What can I do to help my son/daughter be successful and have a positive experience in band?  

A: (p5,10) Passing on information to students, providing private lessons, encouraging good practice 

habits home, and getting involved through volunteering are all great ways to help students have 

heightened success in both the band program, and in school,  

Q: Who can I contact for private lessons?  

A: (p5) There are more good private lesson teachers moving into the area all the time. See the list under 

Private Teachers for names and numbers.  

Q: What do students need for high school band?  

A: (p6-7,11) To help students progress from 8/9 school band to high school band, students may need 

more specific items to help them reach their potential. A number of items is included in the Instruments 

and Equipment section.  

Q: How do I rent an instrument?  

A: (p7)A number of instruments are available for rental from the school on a first come first serve basis.  

Q: What are students supposed to wear for concerts?  

A: (p6) Guidelines for what students are to wear fro concerts is listed under Uniforms Guidelines. For all 

concert bands, male students are required to wear a white tux shirt, a black bow tie, tux pants and jacket, 

black crew socks, and black dress shoes. Ladies wear black pants or skirt to the ankle appropriate for a 

business with no patterns and a white tux shirt and black bow tie. For marching students, the year’s theme 

T-Shirt is expected to be worn under uniform for all occasions.  

Q: How can I earn a letter in band?  
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A:  (p12) Earning a letter is not a very difficult process. Requirements are listed in this handbook.   

 

Philosophy 

 Music is a part of everyone’s life.  Music provides us with an avenue of expression that is unique 

to musicians.  Things that cannot be said in words are said through music.  At FMHS I am committed to 

providing a rich musical experience.  Music enriches our lives, and creates new synapses in our minds that 

no one knew was possible.  Music is there for us to express ourselves, and express the feelings of composers.  

If you are in an FMHS ensemble, and you are committed to the ensemble, and contributing you will have 

a great aesthetic experience.  Music has an aesthetic value that cannot be measured.  In this band program, 

we will have aesthetic experiences; we will build intellect, be of service to our community, build character 

in each member and provide an opportunity for social interaction both during and after high school band 

participation. 

 Further aims of the band program include fulfillment of individual student goals in the field of 

music, improvement of individual and group skills, and cultivation of a lifelong appreciation and 

enjoyment of music in each student. 

 

Behavior Expectations 

FMHS band are to show “Respect and Responsibility” at all times.  Strangers should say, “Wow, 

they are a class act, where are they from?”  The band is one of the most visible appendages of our school 

and should conduct themselves in a manner that our school and community can be proud of.  FMHS band 

students will be a class act, respectful to everyone in our own program and everyone who is not.                                   

Students are expected to uphold the highest ethical and moral standards at all times. Swearing, vulgar 

language or clothing, revealing clothing that is not in accordance with the schools dress code, disrespect, 

poor attitudes and behavior that is not becoming of a FMHS band member will not be tolerated.  In the 

classroom, we are all working as one, we are many minds and talents synthesizing into one sound, one band 

to perform at a high level.  This synergy cannot be achieved without respect for one another.  When we are 
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out of the classroom, be sure to remember that you are representing yourself, FMHS and the community of 

Fruita. 

 

Courses Offered 

At FMHS we are proud to offer many exciting music experiences.  This year we will be offering 

Marching Band, *Wind Ensemble, Symphonic Band, *Jazz I, Jazz II, Percussion ensemble, *Drumline and 

music theory as well as a pep band for the basketball games.  As you can see, there are many opportunities 

for you to participate in music.  I encourage you to take advantage of all of the ensembles we offer to make 

the most of your high school band experience.   

* marks that an audition is required to enter. 

Auditions: 

 Several ensembles at FMHS require an audition.  You are required to audition to be in Wind 

Ensemble, and for spots in the Jazz Ensemble as well as Drumline Placement. The purpose of the audition 

is not to intimidate students, but ensure correct placement for the student as well as the ensemble.  Placement 

is based on playing ability, (rubrics are used) best fit for student and ensemble and attitude.  

Private lessons: are a very important part of being successful in any music program. Private lessons build 

individual musicianship, growth, and will ultimately enhance their overall musical experience. Listed are 

some good teachers by instrument. Inclusion on this list does not guarantee a vacancy.  

For situations where for financial reasons private lessons may prove difficult, please contact the band 

director to see if arrangements can be made.  

As more names become available, they will be added and this list will be posted in the band room. Please 

feel free to contact the director for recommendations.  

 

Percussion:  
Isaac Lavadie-250-4646  

Darin Kamstra-248-1088  

Glenn Jones – 216-2588 

Rob Laibig- 27-0407 

Brass:  
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Dr. Walter Cummings (low brass)-245-1685  

Janet Cummings (horn)-245-1685  

Jeff Mason (low brass)-523-6168  

Dr. Sean Flannigan (low brass)-248-1178 

Sarah Kamstra (trumpet) – call for # 

Scott Betts (trumpet)-call for #  

Gary Ambrosier (trumpet) 245-9313  

Dr. Calvin Hofer (trumpet)- 248-4519 

Diana Musleman (horn)- call for #  

Clint Miller (horn)- call for #  

 

Woodwinds  
Dr. Stephen Page (clarinet, saxophone) – 248-1124 

Mick Wilson (clarinet, saxophone)- 245-6571  

Marti Bott (flute)-241-1282  

Jo Ellen Foutz (saxophone, MA)-243-1486  

Paul Schneider (no oboe)-245-1113 

 

Uniforms 

Wildcat Marching Band 

All students in marching band are required to where their band T-shirts at performance under their uniforms.  

The uniform consists of:  

a. jacket  

b. pants  

c. shako and plume 

d. black socks(supplied by students),  

e. black shoes(supplied by student, director places order) 

f. black gloves (supplied by students, director places order)  

cost is approximately $30.00 for shoes and gloves 

 

Symphonic Band and Wind Ensemble 

 Men: 

a. Black Tux Pants (supplied by school) 

b. Tuxedo Jacket (supplied by school)  

c. White tuxedo shirt with pleated front and bow tie (supplied by student) 

a. May be ordered through band office or formal wear outlet or Hobby Lobby 

d. Black socks (supplied by student)  

e. Black dress shoes (supplied by student) 

 

Women: 

a. Black skirt or black dress pants (supplied by student) 

 a.  hem must reach the bottom of the ankle bone 

 b.  any material is acceptable, no patterns please 

 c.  should be full in style to accommodate good playing posture 

b. Black blouse that has sleeves past the elbow (supplied by student) 
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 a. must have no prints or designs 

 b. must have a high neck (no v-necks) 

c. Black dress shoes (supplied by student) 

a. No open toed shoes please 

 

Jazz ensemble – Black pants, Black button Dress Shirt, Black socks, Black shoes, Colored tie (tie provided 

by FMHS) 

Pep Band- (during basketball season) Jeans or jean shorts and Official FMHS Pep band shirts 

 

Equipment and Instruments 

Equipment selection in the high school band program is very important. It is highly recommended that 

students who continue musical study, purchase step up or professional grade instruments. When 

purchasing instruments, be specific in what you’re looking for. Here are some general guidelines when 

purchasing an instrument:  

• Be aware of where you are purchasing your instrument. If purchasing new, it is 

recommended to go through a reputable dealer.  

• Get advice from the band director, private lesson instructors, and professional musicians 

where available.  

• Look at instrument brands that have a reputation for quality. For example, Buffet clarinets 

(E11 model intermediate, or R13 model professional) have set a standard among 

professional clarinetists. Many newer instruments on the market have not yet developed 

consistent quality controls.  

• Make arrangements for the student, band director, private lesson instructor, or professional 

musician to look over, and play the instrument before making final purchase.  

 

Mouthpiece selection is crucial to the success of the individual students and the bands they play in. Here 

is a list of mouthpieces students should have:  
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• Saxophone: Selmer C* for concert bands or S-80 Selmer or Vandoren Optimum AL-3 

Alto-Meyer 5-6 for jazz playing  

Tenor-Hard rubber Meyer 5-6, hard rubber OttoLink, or metal OttoLink.  

Bari-Ottolink 5 or 6 star  

• Clarinet: VanDoren B45 or B46  

• Brass: Bach or Schilke mouthpieces that are appropriate for student progress, music style, 

and physical makeup. Consult director directly for information.  

 

All percussionists will be required to have their own sticks and mallets. The following is a list of 

minimum requirements for each percussionist:  

 

• One pair general weight for concert snare drum: Vic Firth Bolero, Gadd, or equivalent. 

Round, small tip  

• One pair (minimum) drum set weight for different styles. Light sticks for cymbals, bongos, 

and timbales.  

• Bell mallets: One pair hard plastic or rubber  

• Xylophone mallets: Hard plastic, poly-ball, or rubber  

• Marimba Mallets: Two pairs soft, medium, and hard yarn wound mallets  

• Timpani mallets: soft, hard, very hard, and wood ball.  

Percussionists have the option of selling back their mallets at a discounted price if they wish at the end of 

their high school career, IF they are in a condition that is deemed suitable by the director. 

 

Handle and play only your own instrument. School instruments are only to be handled by the individual 

they are issued to. Percussion equipment is only to be used by those who have filled out percussion usage 

contracts, unless otherwise directed by the band director only.  

All instruments must be in their cases and secure when transporting from location to location.  
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Musical instruments are very fragile machines. Do not leave instruments laying on chairs or the floor. 

NEVER lay instruments across music stands.  

When performing outside, do not set instruments down on abrasive surfaces such as asphalt or gravel.  

FMHS provides some school instruments such as oboes, bassoons, horns, mellophones, euphoniums, 

tubas, baritone and tenor saxophones, and percussion. A Mesa County Valley School District 51 Music 

Instrument use agreement form must be filled out and the dollar amount paid. Any damage due to 

carelessness or negligence to a school instrument will be the responsibility of the individual borrowing 

the instrument, up to and including replacement of the instrument. 

 

All woodwind players must have a minimum of three good reeds. Warped, soft, chipped and damaged 

reeds negatively affect your ability to play with a good sound. I recommend buying reeds by the box.  

All brass players should have the necessary equipment needed to maintain their instruments (valve oil, 

slide-o-mix, spray bottle, etc…). Regular maintenance should be done at home. Also, all trumpet players 

must own their own straight mutes. Students participating in a jazz ensemble should have a plunger, and 

is recommended to also have a harmon mute and cup mute. Other mutes may become necessary based on 

the demands of the literature. 

 

Performances : 

Band is a team effort, and each individual is crucial to the success of the group. Participation in 

performances is mandatory. No performing group can be successful without 100% participation.  

Students will miss school on several occasions for clinicians, contests and festivals.  All instances will be 

activity absences that are excused. Students will then have the school board approved time to make up 

any work they have missed.  If attendance becomes an issue, it may be determined by the director that 

performing may not be in the best interest of the individual or the group.  Jobs are not an acceptable 

excuse for missing any rehearsal or performance. The schedule will be given to you in advance giving 

you the time to work out your schedule. Most employers are willing to help arrange work schedules when 
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there is enough notice given. If there is any conflict, please notify me immediately. Dress Rehearsals: If a 

student misses a dress rehearsal (defined as the final rehearsal before the concert) they will not be 

permitted to perform in the concert.   

If a student misses a performance that was not communicated to the director with more than 2 weeks’ 

notice, OR misses a performance for an un-excused reason, the student will receive a ‘0’ for the 

performance. In order to recover points, the student must perform the concert for the rest of the band, OR 

create a video of the student performing the concert for an audience of at least 10 members. The video 

will then be shown in class and the performance graded.  

Marching Band 

Attendance at all football games, contests, and other performance is required. Failure to appear will have 

a negative effect on your grade and the rest of the ensemble. 

 

Classroom Guidelines:  
These important guidelines apply to the band room, as well as all other facilities made available for use. 

Band students, and all students at FMHS are expected to show R and R at all times.  

All guidelines pertaining to appropriate behavior at school are to be followed at all times. In addition, 

here are some specific guidelines:  

 

• Class starts at the second bell. Early is on time, on time is late and late is unacceptable.  

• You must have: Instrument, necessary instrument accessories, music, method book, materials, and a 

pencil at every rehearsal.  

• Respect all equipment. Store instruments and equipment properly. Failure to do so will result in 

privileges being revoked, or fines assessed.  

• Eating in the band room will not be permitted. 

• Treat all other students, special guests, and faculty members with courtesy and respect.  

• Treat our equipment with respect by not eating on, or using them for anything other than playing 

music.  

• Gum or Candy is not permitted in the band room. Water is the only appropriate beverage allowed in 

the band room.  
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• The room is yours to use. Keep it clean and orderly. Failure to do so will result in loss of usage 

privileges  

• Use common sense, if it seems like a bad idea, it probably is.  

• Public displays of affection have no place in the room, or premises period. Practice the Catch and 

Release method.  

• Act appropriately at concerts and all performances. This involves listening, not talking or drawing 

any type of negative attention.  Be a class act.  That is how we want to be known.  

• For all CHSAA regulated events, academic eligibility is run on each student once every week. As a 

co-curricular activity, some outside events require students to maintain academic eligibility. All 

students need to keep their grades up to insure complete involvement in the band program  

 

Grading: 

 

This is a participation based class. If students are pre-paired for class, participate and have a good attitude, 

they will pass the class with ease.  If you fail to participate or are un-prepared, your grade will suffer. 

Playing tests and other assignments will also be part of the grade. Students cannot earn a grade of A if 

they miss a performance. I will work with emergencies on an individual basis.  The teacher reserves the 

right to handle each situation on an individual basis.   Contests and concerts are required and make up a 

significant portion of the students grade and shall represent a culminating experience for the student. 

I understand that students work, and sometimes it is difficult to attend extra events.  It is expected that if 

the student is given a minimum of two weeks notice in writing of an event, extra rehearsal, or something 

of that nature that they are to be in attendance.  Special circumstances will be dealt with on a case by case 

basis. 
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If you have any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact me.  Thank you and I 

can’t wait for another exciting year with you! 

 

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Ryan D. Crabtree 

Director of Bands 

970-254-6635 

970-260-6193 

Ryan.crabtree@d51schools.org 
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I have read this handbook and understand everything that it contains.  As a student and a member 

of the band, I have read the Band Handbook and agree to abide by the policies it outlines. 

_________________________                                                          ______________ 

       Student’s Signature                Date 

 

 

 

As a parent/guardian of this student I have read the Band Handbook and understand the policies 

my son or daughter is expected to follow. 

 

_________________________                                                          ______________ 

   Parent/Guardian Signature                 Date 

 

_________________________ 

Parent/Guardian E-Mail Address 

 

 

 

Please complete the F.M.H.S. Volunteer form on the back of this page and return!  
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FMHS Band Parents Volunteer Form 
 

Student Name(s) ________________________________________________________________ 

        

Guardian Name(s) ______________________________________ 

 

Home Phone _________________ Cell _____________________ Best time to call _________________ 

   

Email______________________________________ 

 

Mailing Address______________________________________ 

     _____________________________________ 

Please put the initials of the parent who would like to be involved in the following activities in 

the blank beside each event. 

 
____ 1. Chaperoning evening events 
____     Chaperoning trips 
____     Chaperoning in-town festivals 
 
____2. Calling Committee 
 
____3.Computer work from home 

____4. Computer work from school 

____5. Help for 4 hours a week with Bingo 

____6. Sewing 

____ 7. Carpentry/Repair 

____8. Plumes/Gauntlets at football games 

____9. Water for football games 

____ 10. Fitting uniforms 

____11. I can help move pit equipment at marching band performances (get into games for free) 

____12. I can pull the band trailer – 28’ trailer (at least a ¾ ton truck) 

____ 13. Fund Raising 

____14. I am good at getting donations 

____15. Preparing food 

____16. I am interested in being on the Band Parents Association Executive Board 

____17. I work at _______________________________ and could get the following  

 donations______________________________________ 

____ 18. I won’t be able to help this year 


